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SHALEN FAIRBANKS ding at Point Defiance Park. 
News Editor In parts of the region the U S 
postal service warned of disrupted 
The first snow storm of the sea mail service and more than 100,000 
son hit Puget Sound on Tuesday,  people were without power at some 
Nov 19. point dunng the storm 
According 	 to the National Flights at Sea-Tac were cancelled 
Weather Service it hasn't snowed but the airport remained open 
this early since 1985. People every- throughout the day. 
where awoke to a blanket of white People who were not prepared for 
and icy road conditions, the sudden onslaught made their way 
According to news reports, ap- to local shelters. Radios suggested 
proximately 150 collisions werere- that people check on their elderly 
ported in Pierce and King County neighbors to make sure they were 
as a result of the weather. keeping warm enough. 
Early snow storm,'ball' of fun for everyone 
STUDENTS TAKE TIME OUT for a 
snowball fight between their 
classes. Snow continued to fail for 
most of the day on Tuesday. 
Cars slid off of roads and into 	 The snow brought good news for 
,, -Vf 	 ..1.: 	 A .... 
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jams. Radios issued warnings about resorts are Dlanning on 013ening this 
weekend. Stevens Pass will open on 
Thursday, Chrystal Mountain and 
White Pass will open on Friday, and 
Alpental, Ski Acres, Hyak and 
Snoqualmie will open on Friday or 
Saturday. Mount Baker Ski Area tehicie. 	 to remain open despite the weather. opened on Monday. 
Students had snowball fights be- 	 Students interested in Cross 
unplug e!ectii- 	 tween classes while others froze in Country skiing can do so at Mt. 
mpuiers 	 line while waiting to register for Rainier National Park. Season 
their classes. Still others went sled- passes are $20. 
7 	 black ice and warned commuters to 
fa!or 	 stay on main, well-traveled roads. 
They also warned that bridges and 
shady areas are often more slippery. 
flores 	 Many area schools closed down for the day but the I Jniversitv rhiuce 
acoma o ërs ways to 
feed the local hungry 
LAURA FOLKWEIN 
Staff Writer 
Imagine this. It's cold and snowy, 
you were recently laid off and your 
last pay check paid for the rent and 
a medical emergency. Your kitchen 
cupboards are empty and your fam-
ily feels desperate and hungry. 
You're tired and need help. 
Hopefully, you're aware of 
Tacoma's extensive food supply ser-
vices which are active in order to 
serve people just like you. 
Any one of the 23 FISH food 
banks in Pierce County can supply 
you with an emergency three-day 
supply of food. The package con-
tains ingredients for nine meals for 
each member of your family. 
FISH stands for Friends in Service 
to Him providing Food for Individu-
als Seeking Help. The ecumenical 
ministry provides emergency ser-
vices and food to individuals in or-
der to help them move toward inde-
pendence. FISH serves anyone, re-
gardless of religious belief. 
FISH food banks are one branch 
in a series of over 70 locations 
served by the Emergency Food Net-
work of Tacoma. The Emergency 
Food Network (EFN) is the largest 
independent distribution agency 
supplying free food to food banks 
and feeding programs in Pierce 
County. They work with a full-time 
staff of five and 75,000 volunteers. 
EFN is fully supported by the 
Tacoma community and functions 
with minimal contributions from 
corporate, government or founda-
tional funding. 
Through EFN, five and a quarter 
million pounds of food are distrib- 
uted to needy individuals each year. 
As director David Ottey says, they 
are in the business of "moving food". 
EFN also ends up distributing cloth-
ing, blankets and furniture to needy 
people. 
According to Kathleen Olson, di-
rector of FISH Food Banks, "Hun-
gry children suffer from weight loss, 
fatigue, headaches and poor learn-
ing skills. Hungry children become 
ill prepared adults. Without a decent 
education they cannot get decent 
jobs. The cycle continues." 
Forty-five percent of individuals 
served by food banks are children. 
FISH serves an average of 12,000 
individuals each month. The Emer -
gency Food Network served hot 
meals to 108,418 people in the 
month of September. 
Statistics from EFN state that 
"Families with at least one working 
adult represent 43 percent of the 
people served at area food banks." 
Food banks frequently supply food 
to people in emergency situations, 
where unforeseen circumstances 
have somehow deleted their grocery 
supply. The FISH Food Bank news-
letter profiles some free food recipi-
ents: a bank employee who recently 
lost her job as a result of a company 
merger; families who are just start-
ing out; a woman whose entry level 
salary covers rent and child care, but 
doesn't leave room for emergencies 
or a complete grocery budget; and  
an unemployed veteran who pays his 
rent and utilities and volunteers at a 
local social service agency, but runs 
out of food stamps before the end of 
the month. 
?ood banks are not 
intended to be a way of 
life, they are a way to gel 
people through 
inergencies. . .Iia person 
visitsa food bank, it's 
because they are hungry. 
When we led them a 
helping band, it's because 
we care." 
—Kathleen Olson 
Olson writes, "Food banks are no 
intended to be a way of life, they 
a way to get people through 
emergencies.. If a person visits a 
food bank, it's because they are hun-
gry. When we lend them a helping 
hand, it's because we care." 
Both FISH Food Banks and the 
Emergency Food Network rely on 
fundraisers and contributions to keep 
their food supplies adequate and to 
continue effective work. 
Ottey of EFN says that the food 
distribution programs are busy all 
year, but that donations often in-
crease during the winter months and 
see FOOD page 4 
What do you wish for 
the holiday season? 
Kim Gugler 
Holiday volunteers 
needed for St. 
Nicholas Society 
SHALEN FAIRBANKS 
News Editor 
The St. Nicholas Society is a collabo-
ration between St. Leo Food Connection 
and Catholic Community Services South-
west (CCSW) that distributes toys at 
Christmas to needy children. 
For the past 12 years children attend-
ing the St. Leo Christmas Dinner have 
received toys from Santa. 
Families that are involved in CCSW 
programs receive gifts as well. In order 
for all of the programs to work volunteers 
are needed. 
Groups or individuals can conduct toy 
drives or make donations. Toys should 
be new, unwrapped and reflect peaceful 
values. Financial donations are also ac-
cepted. Toys and other items need to be 
sorted by age and type for packaging be-
fore distribution days 
Assistance is also needed on the distri-
bution days. Jobs include setting up, serv-
ing refreshments, assisting guests, 
clii ldcare, gift wrapping and cleaning up. 
For more information, or to sign up to 
volunteer, contact Maggie Horlander at 
582-4891 
Security Services Lost and Found is full of 
stuff. If you are missing keys, glasses, 
coats, watches, etc. check at Security 
Services located in A-Frame A. The office 
is open Monday through Friday, 
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
The road to incredible service begins at Precision 
Automotive & Transmission Inc 
'eWINTER 
Special 
$19.95 
Includes: 
Lube, Oil & Filter Service. 
Tire Rotation. 
7 Areas Winter Assessment. 
"Battexies/Starting 'System, Antifreeze/Belts/Hoses, TiresHeating System/Block 
Heater, Wiper Blades System, Exhaust and Lights. 
Offer Valid initil December 3,1996 
	 7592044 
Free Local Shuffle Service 
PRECISION AUTOMOT1YE 
3723 6th Avenue 	 ,p 	 (206)759-2044 
Tacoma, WA. 98406 	 FAX(20759-t32(. 
TRANSMISSION INC. 
Kevin Danaher says '50 years is enough' 
MICHAEL FARMER 
Staff Writer 
On Thursday, Nov. 14, world re-
nowned global economist: Kevin 
Danaher spoke on the failures of the 
World Bank and International Mon-
etary Fund as well as his travels. 
A doctor of sociology from UC 
Santa Cruz, he runs the Global Ex-
change, a non-profit group that funds 
alternative development strategies in 
developing nations and "reality 
tours" to some of the worlds lesser 
known spots. 
Danaher has made himself famous 
with books such as "50 Years is 
Enough" which provide insight into 
the failures of the World Bank and 
the International Monetary Fund. 
In his lecture, and the following 
luncheon, he pointed to a world wide 
alliance of business and political 
elites as the root cause of many of 
the ills that now afflict lesser devel-
oped countries. 
Pointing to a top down diagram 
on the chalk board he made the ar-
gument that ever since the end of 
WWII, international bankers, mainly 
Americans, have been funding the 
rebuilding, and continual develop-
ment of the interests of business 
elites the world over. 
F EATU 9 E 5- 
When Europe was leveled in 
WWII, socialism took root. Accord-
ing to Danaher, the Marshall Plan 
was implemented in order to rebuild 
the industries of the elites, and to 
quell socialist stirrings. While this 
intent worked to a positive end in 
Europe, it has been used for more 
sinister purposes elsewhere. 
This took him to the focus of his 
talk where he presented the idea that 
the World Bank and the International 
Monetary Fund had used funds in 
order to form links between the elites 
of LDC 's and industrialized nations. 
At first it was to hold communism 
at bay, and later it was to allow ac-
cess for marauding multi-national 
corporations. 
While he focused on these large 
ideas during the lecture, the lun-
cheon that followed was directed 
mainly towards some of his personal 
experiences in other nations, and the 
solutions he saw to the problems he 
presented during the lecture. 
The lecture was generally well 
received by students and faculty 
alike, with the exception coming 
when he tried to explain his solutions 
to the problems which many consid-
ered to be "too Utopian". 
Another complaint was that he 
redirected some of the questions 
posed to him into areas which didn't 
really answer the question. 
Most everyone agreed that it was 
exciting to get a chance to speak with 
someone who had seen and done so 
much. It was also an eye opening ex-
perience for anyone who hadn't yet 
come to question the present capi-
talist world order. 
Real Appeal} Natural Colour't Cosmetics 
l Avedo Natural Colour cosmetics, created from natural elements and 
pure flower and plant essences. A purely uncomplicated approach to 
beauty. Visit our salon and experience the natural beauty of Aveda's classic 
colours for eyes, skin, cheeks and lips. Free of mineral oils. No artificial 
fragrances. No animal testing or ingredients. Coexisting with nature. 
AVEDA 
IFART AND ( 'IENLE 
OF M RE HA\ FR ANP EI.-\NT E*EN( 'F 
nA  j I NIRA 611 South Proctor, Tacoma WA 752-1519 
HOLLY HUGHES will be lecturing and performing at 
Marshall Hall on Nov. 22 and in the Inside Theatre on 
Nov. 23. Tickets for both shows available at Info Center 
WI[LAMETTE UNIVERSITY 
CDs LPs - 7inches 
cassettes - T-shirts 
Posters - Zippos 
Studded Stuff 
Needles 
EARN THE VALUE-ADDED 
MASTER OF MANAGEMENT DEGREE 
Double your career opportunities with 
the nation's only degree accredited 
for Business Administration (AACSB) 
and 
Public Administration (NASPAA) 
817 DIVISION AVE. SUITE C 
/7 	
TACOMA, WA 98403 
PH: (206) 593-0134 
FAX: (206) 593-4571 
corner of Division & I Street 
IWINTER 
- 
SPRIN(1 
(4 1997 Exam CycIeJ 
Starting Dates: 
Seattle University Law School 
Bar 	 Sat 12/7 9:00am 
CPA Sat 11/30 8:30am 
CMA Sat 11/30 8:30am 
#1 Score on 1995 Exam 
Mark A. Lyons 
N-0  CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE 230 Skinner Building 1326 Fifth Avenue Seattle, WA 98101-2614 
PROFESSIONAL Seattle/BelliTac. (206) 624-0716 
ED U CAT ION Portland ............(503) 283-7224 
iTOCRAMSLTD 5xkan,...339) 35 
Merit Scholarships Available 
For information about the one degree 
with the career benefits of two: 
call (503) 370-6167 	 fax (503) 370-3011 
e-mail agsm-admission@'illamette.edu 
World Wide Web http://www.willamctte.edu/agsm/  
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Holly Hughes brings wisdom to campus 
JOE BoGolo'rz 
Staff Writer 
Holly Hughes, Obie award-win-
ning performance artist and play-
wright, is coming to UPS this week-
end as part of the year of Gender, 
Sexuality, and Identity. On Friday, 
November 22, Hughes will give a 
lecture on the controversy surround-
ing lesbian issues in her stage per-
formances as well as her successful 
lawsuit against the National Endow-
ment for the Arts. On Saturday, No-
vember 23, she will perform her 
original work entitled "Cut Notes." 
Hailed by The Chicago Tribune as 
"one of the most insightful, funny, 
and entertaining storytellers 
around," Hughes uses the stage to 
explore issues of her own sexuality 
and experiences. Drawing on such 
personal inspiration as her relation-
ship with her mother or the death of 
her father from cancer, Hughes' 
work reflects both her outrageous 
irreverence and poetic sensitivity. 
According to The New York limes, 
"Hughes scrapes away decades of 
encrusted decorum from a subject 
[female sexuality] that is too often 
treated with hushed sentimentality." 
Often accused of being shocking 
or offensive, Hughes has stirred 
great controversy with her honest  
language and "in-your-face" atti-
tude. "Cut Notes," commissioned by 
the New York Shakespeare Festival, 
is often considered one of her best 
works. It is also the title piece of 
"Clit Notes: A Sappic Sampler," her 
new collection of complete perfor- 
i'on sncb personal 
!tiOfl as her 
nsbiii with her 
or the death of her 
from cancer, 
' work reflectc both 
r ofitrafeofis irreverence 
andpoetic sensitivity. 
mance texts, essays, and photo-
graphs. She also provides author's 
notes for her works. 
Though Hughes has been per-
forming for more than a decade, she 
has recently become best known as 
one of the "NEA Four"—a group of 
artists targeted for censorship dur -
ing the Bush administration. In 1990, 
Hughes and three other artists were 
recommended for federal funding of 
their solo performance art. This ap- 
parently did not sit well with some 
members of the NEA. 
"The chairman vetoed our grants, 
violating all sorts of procedural 
guidelines that are a part of the way 
NEA functions," said Hughes. "In 
the case of us who are queer, all that 
was discussed, and the main basis 
for those vetoes, was our sexuality. 
Our work was never talked about." 
"And so we sued the NEA," 
Hughes continues, "and eventually 
won, not just were given our grants 
back, but also had ruled unconstitu-
tional that there was restrictive lan-
guage attached to NEA funding. At 
that time, there was language that the 
NEA couldn't fund anything that 
might be considered 'obscene." 
And though she won that battle, 
Hughes has not given up the fight 
against censorship on all levels. 
Hughes first started performing in 
1983 at the Women's One World 
Café with such groundbreaking 
works as "No Trace of the Blonde," 
"The Lady Dick," and "Dress Suits 
for Hire." Her work has since been 
produced extensively throughout the 
United States, Canada, and Great 
Britain to great critical acclaim. 
Hughes has received funding from 
the NEA as well as the New York 
State Council. In 1990 she was 
granted a McKnight Fellowship and  
in 1995 received a Kalamazoo Col-
lege Distinguished Alumni Award. 
She has won two Obie awards for 
her contributions to modem theatre. 
Currently Hughes is an adjunct 
professor in the Experimental The-
atre Wing at New York University 
and is working on her latest book, 
"Holding Her Own: The Holly 
Hughes Story (as Told to Holly 
Hughes)." 
The lecture on Friday, November 
22 will begin at 8:00 p.m. in 
Marshall Hall. Tickets are available 
at the Information Center for free 
with UPS ID. The performance of 
"Clit Notes" on Saturday, Novem-
ber 23 will begin at 8:00 p.m. in the 
UPS Inside Theatre. Tickets are $4 
with UPS ID. 
"An elegane view home in scenic north Tacoma" 
)MMENCEMENT BAY 
BED & BREAKFAST 
featured in "NW Best Places" 
Just 5 minutes from campus 
Special UPS rates Sept - April 
3312 N. Union Avenue 
Phone: (206) 752-8175 
http://cimarron.net/usa/wa/cb.html 	 Greatviews@aol.com 
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Study Japanese this Summer 
in Tokyo and in Oregon! 
The nine-week 1997 Waseda/Oregon Summer Program 
(June 20-Aug. 23) offers Japanese language (all levels) 
and courses in Economics, Art & Design and Culture & 
Society. Earn 14 semester credits (21 quarter). Wilderness 
trip included. Prior Language study NOT required. 
Scholarships available! 
Waseda/Oregon Summer Program 
222 S. W. Columbia Street, Suite 1750 
Portland, OR 97201 
opiejapan@aol.com 	 (800) 823-7938 	 I 
Mongolian Grill 
serves perfection 
JASON JAxrns 
Contributing Editor 
Nowhere on the planet can $8.95 
be put to better use than at the Mon-
golian Grill. The all-you-can-eat 
Mongolian B-B-Q, an oriental 
cornocopia of mythological propor-
tions, casts the rest of the restaurant's 
entrees into meaningless obscurity 
(therefore, they will not be reviewed 
nor discussed beyond this point early 
in my article—it's nothing but warp-
speed self-gorging and tales of in-
human consumption all for the bar -
gain price of $8.95) and establishes 
the yardstick for all buffets. 
The Mongolian B-B-Q goes like 
this: first you get yourself a big fat 
bowl and you walk along the length 
of the buffet, filling it with every sort 
of food substance you can get your 
hands on. Then you give your over-
sized, leaving-oriental-noodles-and-
leeks-in-a-helter-skelter-pattern-on-
the-littered-floor-behind-you bowl 
to an awaiting chef, who proceeds 
to toss it all out onto a grill, where 
he fries it right in front of you. 
After forty-five seconds and some 
tactical mixing of soy sauce and 
water with the food, the guy gives 
you back your bowl, now sizzling 
and bubbling and frothing with in-
describable tantalization. Add pine-
apple i f necessary, then devour. Re-
peat the process as many more times 
as your bloated stomach can handle. 
Boasting a thorough and hearty 
collection of meats (lamb, beef, 
pork, chicken), the Mongolian B-B-
Q is definitely a venture that caters  
to carnivorous appetites. Vegetarians 
should not feel excluded, though, for 
there is a massive assortment of ev-
ery vegetable imaginable, dry and 
wet noodles, and countless sauces 
and seasonings (Sweet and sour, 
I:I.you'll be in rood shape a 
week later, when you've 
linally digested the titanic 
idY01 forced i/own your 
guI/eL 
kung pao, vinegar, sesame oil, gar- 
lic, and 879 others I can't think of, 
I'm so deliriously full and euphoric). 
One thing that sucks about the 
Mongolian B-B-Q is that you can't 
take a bowl with you, but my solu-
tion for this is not to eat the soup, 
the big bowl of rice or the chicken 
wings that come with the meal au-
tomatically and instead pig-out at the 
buffet. They will let you take the 
rice, etc, home with you, so you'll 
be in good shape a week later, when 
you've finally digested the titanic 
meal you forced down your gullet. 
Some advice for first time Mon-
golian B-B-Q eaters: 1. Stay away 
from too many noodles, especially 
the crunchy ones, they have a ten-
dency to fill you up too fasi and just 
aren't that tasty 2. Stick with the 
seasoning plan they provide you 
with, don't get experimental unless 
you really, really like sesame oil or 
something. Otherwise, trust their 
judgement, they know the score 3. 
Don't eat during the entire day lead-
ing up to the Mongolian B-B-Q ex-
perience for maximum consumption 
possibilities 4. Get there before 8:00 
p.m. so you have enough time to 
have six or eight bowls of food be-
fore they close the grill. 
LOANS UP TO $100 IN AS LIME AS 3 MINUTES! 
Must be 18 years of age, have current student photo ID, valid checking account and proof of income... 
NO OTHER CREDIT CHECKS ARE RUN. 
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Im8884STmCASH (1-888-378-2274) 
34507 Pacific Hwy S. Suite 3 • Federal Way 
Across from Secoma Lanes 
Coming to Jillian's is 
as easy as 1... 2... 3!! 
Wednesday Night 
is College Night! 
1 hour free pool, 
$2 beers and $3 pizza! 
1114 Broadway 
Downtown Tacoma Phone: 572-0300 
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Ghost Face ain't nothin' to mess wit' 
• Irortmart—Ghost Face Killah 
TED SPAS 
Music Reviewer 
So here we have the SEVENTH 
Wit-Tang affiliated full-length album 
(if you count the Gravediggaz, and 
I really don't know why you 
wouldn't) and it's simply amazing. 
I don't know how they keep doing 
it. If Wu-Tang were a rock band, you 
know they'd have gone soft or at 
least released the occasional bum 
album by now. Seven albums is a 
LOT OF SONGS, people. It requires 
talent of a truly amazing level to 
maintain this level of quality. Natu-
rally, the Wu keeps bangin' and they 
haven't slipped up yet. Ghost Face 
Killah's Ironman fits effortlessly in 
with the Wu-Tang Clan's best work. 
Ghost Face drops his rhymes with 
a fast-paced, furious delivery that  
gives Ironman a tremendous kinetic 
energy. With similar styles coming 
from Chef Raekwon and newcomer 
Cappadonna, this album stands in 
strong contrast to the fierce intellec-
tualism of The GZA's Liquid Swords 
album from last Spring. If The Ge-
nius is the criminal mastermind be-
hind the Wu-Tang's larcenous ex-
cursions, Ghost and Raekwon are 
his top hitmen, striking fear into the 
hearts of the competition. This 
record is ruthless in the extreme. 
Top-notch as the lyrics may be, 
any discussion of a Wu-Tang pro-
duction would be incomplete with-
out the usual mountains of praise for 
The RZA. The RZA is, in short, the 
single finest producer in hip hop to-
day. It seems like four out of every 
five tunes played on KUPS over a 
weekend night owes an obvious  
sonic debt to Wu-Tang's horror-flick 
minimalism. All respect due to Dr. 
Dre, but "Been There, Done That" 
sure as HELL sounds like a Wu-Tang 
joint to me. Even more impressive, 
The RZA keeps advancing his skills. 
On Ironman, he tosses mountains of 
slick soul horns into the mix, giving 
several songs the feel of old-school 
blaxploitation theme songs. Check 
out "Poisonous Darts," the mind-
blowing "Daytona 500," and the al-
bum-opening "Iron Maiden." See? 
The RZA be gettin' pretty damned 
funky for a producer with his ghoul-
ish obsessions. Breaking out of the 
horror-core sound that they helped 
invent, the Wu-Tang Clan have taken 
it to the next level. AGAIN. 
Even with the icy danger ("As-
sassination Day") and rampant sex-
ism (the truly out-of-hand "Wild-
flower") that form Ironman's back-
bone, there are a few tender mo-
ments to be found. "Motherless 
Child" and "All That I Got Is You" 
paint a convincing portrait of Ghost 
Face as a repentant killer, akin to 
Chow Yun Fat's character in The 
Killer. By combining beautifully 
gratuitous violence with an sections 
of almost righteous tenderness, the 
Wu-Tang Clan have finally suc-
ceeded in creating a sonic replica of 
a vintage John Woo hyper-action 
flick. Ghost Face Killah has fired off  
one hell of a quality album. 
I realize I'm probably preaching 
to the converted, and anyone who 
gives a damn about the future of hip 
hop probably owns this album al-
ready. Still, if you ain't checked out 
the Wu-Tang 's styles by now, you 
CANNOT consider yourself hip. "if 
you're livin' in the world today/you 
be hearin' the slang that the Wit-Tang 
say..." 
The Grade: A. Go get it NOW. 
---U 
'Paradise Lost'brutally criticizes legal system 
ARLO PELEGRIN 
Movie Reviewer 
The sheer power of filmmaking is 
used to its fullest extent in this fas-
cinating, chilling documentary. Di-
rectors Bruce Sinofsky and Joe 
Berlinger sweep us into the 
deepwoods town of West Memphis, 
Arkansas where a multiple murder 
stuns the community. The lack of 
suspects confounds and frustrates 
the small town. Then, out of the blue, 
a teenager confesses to aiding two 
other youths in committing the 
crime, and a trial is soon underway. 
From the opening police video 
clips of three dead children in a 
gulch to the impossible but inevi-
table end in the courtroom, "Para- 
dise Lost" is absolutely captivating. 
The community recovers from its 
shock and explodes in impotent fwy 
as their blame falls on the seven-
teen-year-old with a learning dis-
ability and low IQ whose confession 
led to the arrest of two other teen-
agers, who are suspected of Satanic 
cult activity. The festering hatred in 
West Memphis finds its catharsis in 
the three young men, and they are 
convicted in the hearts of the people 
long before the trial. 
The directors, through interviews 
with the victims' families, capture the 
rage and horrible pain they experi-
ence in attaching the three youths to 
their childrens' deaths. The venom 
expressed is heartfelt, electric, and 
truly frightening. The possibility that 
these teenagers might not be guilty 
is not even a consideration. 
Interviews with the families of the 
accused also convey the helplessness 
of parents, siblings, and lovers, who 
can do nothing but sit back while the 
young men face the brunt of terrible 
anger that has built up. 
A phone call from one boy in jail 
to his girlfriend works on so many 
levels that we forget this is an unre-
hearsed documentary. The flushes, 
blushes, tears, agony, and empty ach-
ing are real, 
Sinofsky and Berlinger have an 
amazing ability to creep into a  
person's very essence with a hand-
held video camera. The techniques 
employed in their equally stunning 
debut, "Brother's Keeper," unlock 
line phone CO.- WAS on 
1 iiiinj' levels that we 
!oret this is in 
RI/rehearsed doewnentary. 
The flushes, blushes, tears.  
4fllflj', ailllefflptyaebII4I 
are real  
humid Arkansas summer and the 
deep-routed religious beliefs of the 
inhabitants. God is indigenous to this 
locale, and the people there feel it 
as strongly as they do the heat. 
Paradise Lost" is filled with scores 
of small twists and turns that appear 
in any trial where the defendants' 
lives are on the line. So deeply do 
we become involved in the trial and 
personalities that the wait for the 
verdict is unbelievably tense. 
At nearly three hours running 
time, "Paradise Lost" is a desper -
ately thorough treatment of the West 
Memphis child murders, and is fas-
cinating and relentlessly stunning 
from beginning to end. 
the personalities and energy of the 
courtroom with blunt candor and 	 .. 
surprising insight. .f44: 	 cooThey also pull the viewer into the  
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21 NOVEMBER - 21 DECEMBER, 1996 
THEATER 
22 Nov - Holly Huges performs 
segments from "Clit Notes' at 8.00 
p.m. in the Inside Theater. Tickets 
are $4 with UPS ID. For more info 
call x3330. 
9 & 10 Dec - Jr. directed one acts. 
FILMS 
22 Nov - 1 Dec - Campus Films 
presents "The Hunch back of Notre 
Dame" 22 - 24 Nov and "A Time to 
Kill" 29 Nov - 1 Dec. Show times 
are 7.00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.Fridays 
and Saturdays and 6:00 p.m. and 
8:30 p.m. on Sundays. Only $1 for 
UPS students. Shows in MC 003. 
MUSIC 
24 Nov - The Jacobsen Series 
presents contemporary works by 
Lawrence Ebert and Dell Wade at 
3.00 p.m. in the Concert Hall. 
Tickets are $6 for students. For 
more info call x3419. 
26 Nov - The University Jazz Band 
directed by Syd Potter plays at 7:30 
p.m. in the Concert Hall. Admission 
is free. For more info call x3700. 
3 & 4 Dec - Campus Music Network 
presents 19 Reasons with special 
guests 3 Dec and Pint '0 Guinness 
& The Racketeers 4 Dec at 8:00 
p.m. in Club Rendezvous. Admis-
sion is free. For more info call 
x3657. 
6 Dec - The Band and Wind 
Enselmble play at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Concert Hall. Admission is free. For 
more info call x3700. 
7- 9 Dec - The Madrigals and 
Adeiphians perform in the Concert 
Hall. Show times are 7:30 p.m. on 7 
& 9 Dec and 3.00 p.m. on 8 Dec. 
Tickets are $6 with UPS ID. For 
more into call x3700. 
10 Dec - University Chorale and 
Dorians perform at 7:30 p.m. in 
Kilworth Chapel. Admission is free. 
For more info call x3700. 
ARTS 
24 Nov - 1 Dec - Kittredge Gallery 
features "Second Skins" by 
Elizabeth Ingraham and "Ceramic 
Vessels" by Ken Stevens. Gallery 
hours are Mon - Fri at 10:00 a.m. to 
4:00 p.m., and Sun at 1:00p.m. to 
4:00 p.m. Admission is free. 
LECTURES 
22 Nov - Holly Huges speaks about 
her lawsuit against the NEA for 
recinding her grant following the 
discovery that her work dealt with 
lesbian issues. She speaks at 8:00 
p.m. in the Inside Theater. 
Admission is $1 with UPS ID. 
25 Nov - Tim Wise speaks on 
"Gays and Lesbians Caught in the 
Far Right Crossfire" at 8:00 p.m. in 
the Rotunda. Admission is free with 
UPS ID. 
THEATER 
7Dec-22 Dec -The Tacoma 
Actors Guild presents "Rough 
Crossing" at the Theater on the 
Square. Ticket prices vary by date. 
For ticket prices and times call 272- 
2145. 
13-158 19-22 Dec - The 
Heavier Than Air Family Theater 
Company presents "A Christmas 
Carol" at the Green River Commu-
nity College. Shows are at 8:00 
p.m. Thursdays & Fridays, and 
noon, 3:00 p.m. & 7:00 p.m. on 
Saturdays & Sundays. Tickets are 
$8. For more info call 924-0180, 
ext. 2400. 
F I L M S 
24 Nov - Worid Calvacade Travel 
Film presents "Iceland: Vikings and 
Valkyries" at 2:00 p.m. at the 
Pantages Theater. Tickets are $10, 
$8.50 & $7. For more info call 591-
5894. 
29 Nov -5 Dec - The Rialto Film 
Guild presents "Jude" at the Rialto 
Theater. Tickets are $5. For show 
times call 591-5894. 
MUSIC 
21 Nov-29 Dec - 'Kerouac: The 
Essence of Jack," a jazz play, runs 
at 8:00 p.m. at The Velvet Elvis Arts 
Lounge Theater in Seattle. Shows 
Thur - Sun evenings with tickets 
$14 on Thur & Sun and $18 on Fri 
and Sat. For more info call (206) 
624-8477. 
21 Nov - 7 Dec - The Tacoma Little 
Theater presents "Of Thee I Sing." 
Tickets for this political musical are 
$10 and $12. For more info call 
272-2281. 
24 Nov - The Battlefield Band plays 
Scottish and Celtic musicat 7:30 
p.m. at the Rialto Theater. Tickets 
are $22 and $19. For more info call 
591-5894. 
1 Dec - The Tacoma Youth 
Symphony presents "Peter and the 
Wolf" at 3:00 p.m. at the Pantages 
Theater. Tickets are $6 and $5. For 
more info call 591-5894. 
5 Dec - The UW International 
Chamber Music Series presents the 
McDermott Trio at 8:00 p.m. in 
Meany Theater at UW. Tickets are 
$24. Half price, cash only tickets 
are offered to students with ID 30 
minutes before the show. For more 
info call (206) 292-ARTS. 
6 Dec - The second annual 
"Traditional Carol Celebration for 
Advent and Christmas" will take 
place at 8:00 p.m. at Trinity 
Lutheran Church. Admission is $3 
for students. For more info call 537-
0201. 
6 Dec - The Tacoma Symphony 
Orchestra presents "Sounds of the 
Season" at 8:00 p.m. at the 
Pantages Theater. Tickets are $28, 
$22, $18, & $14. For more info call 
591-5894. 
8 Dec - The Tacoma Youth Chorus 
performs at 4:00 p.m. at the Rialto 
Theater. For more info call 591-
5894. 
13 -22 Dec - "Gifts of the Magi" 
plays at the Tacoma Musical 
Playhouse. Shows are at 7:30 p.m. 
on Fridays & Saturdays and 2:00 
p.m. on Sundays. Tickets are $9. 
For more info call 565-6TMP. 
ARTS 
21 Nov - 28 Dec - Pastel Land-
scapes by Joanna Meras are 
featured at the Tacoma Public 
Library's Handforth Gallery. For 
more info call 591-5666. 
DANCE 
13- 15&20-22 Dec - The Tacoma 
City Ballet presents "The Nut- 
cracker" at the Pantages Theater. 
For ticket pncs and times call 591-
5894. 
EVENTS 
29 Nov - 1 Dec - Organizers of the 
Northwest Folklife Festival present 
the World Market at the Seattle 
Center Exhibition Hall. The Market 
features music, dance, cultural 
demonstrations & exhibits, family 
activities, food, and more than 90 
booths. Hours are 11:00 a.m.to 
7:00 p.m. 29 Nov, 10:00 a.m. to 
70 p.m. 30 Nov, and 11:00a.m. to 
6:00 p.m. 1 Dec. Admission is free. 
for more info call (206) 684-7327. 
6 -8 Dec - The Saturday Market 
Crafts Fair is at Cafe Wa. Crafts 
made by UPS students are sold 
from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. 6 Dec 
and from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 7 
& 8 Dec. Admission is free. 
7 Dec - The 18th Annual Christmas 
Boutique is held from 10:00 am. to 
3:00 p.m. at the Green River 
Community College. Admission is 
free. For more info call 924-0180. 
COMEDY 
23 Nov - West Coast Comedy 
presenis "Women in Comedy" at 
8:00 p.m. at the Pantages Theater. 
For more into call 591-5894. 
MIMES 
21 Nov - The San Francisco Mime 
Troupe presents "13 Dias / 13 
Days" at 7:30 p.m. at Pantage's 
Theater. The Troupe depicts the 
Chiapas uprising which 
challeneged Mexico's New World 
Order. Tickets are $12, $14, $16, & 
$18. For more info call 591 -5894. 
ir The Classifieds: The Puget Sound Trail advertising gets results. Tr 
.Ladies Wedding Ring Set! 
Size 3 14 Karat Yellow Gold. 
7 point diamond center. $250 obo. 
Call 752-3709 
Deluxe, luxurious 1&2 bdrm in all-
adult bldg. W/D, controlled access en-
trance, elevator, social room & cov-
ered parking available. 
Heritage House Apts. 25 N. Broadway 
383-1505 or 472-RENT 
Rent from a UPS Alum 
Seel IiT1Motivated Studen ts 
College Pro Painters is looking for 
highly motivated students to manage 
outlets and gain invaluable skills! 
No experience necessary. 
Call 1-800-392-1386 or check us 
out on the web! www.colegepor.com  
2 bdrm, 1&1/2 bath, FR, walk-in 
closet, DIW, disposal, controlled ac-
cess entrance, covered prkg & eleva-
tor. Wnghts Apis. 812 S. K St. 
572-4235 or 472-RENT 
Mention this ad for student discount 
NorthendDeluxe PEl iu 
2 bdrm with full size w/d. Fireplace, 
dishwasher, patio/balcony, with 
private storage and 1 & 1/2 bath 
available. Orchard Ridge 5111 S. 
12th St. 756-2080 or 472-RENT 
Mention this ad for student discounts 
I rriirn.D istrict  
1&2 bdrm, D/W, disposal, controlled 
access entrance, off-street parking. 
W/D in 2 bdrm. Maples Apts. 
315 N. I St. 383-3554 or 472-RENT 
Rent from a UPS Alum 
it11THT7T 
1 &2 bdrm, hot water pd. Cute 
courtyard with pool. Huge private 
balcony/patio w/semi-fenced 
yard. Olympic Manor Apis. 7301 N. 
6th Ave. 565-8096 or 472-RENT 
$99 move-in special! 
IL . I[I 
Heat & hot water paid, controlled 
access entrance & laundry facilities 
available. On quiet residential 
street. $275 - 2310South 10th St. 
Call 627-1854 or 472-RENT 
Mention this ad for student discounts 
111TI Intr 
I &2 bdrm, D/W, patio/balcony. Close 
to Westgate Shopping. lbdrm $385 
2bdrm $435. Skyline Park 2550 N. 
Vassault 752-9070 or 472-RENT 
$99 Move-in Special 
The Outrigger Apartments - 6102 
6th Avenue. 1 & 2 bdrms available. 
Good location for school, shopping, 
& freeway. Call 565-4133 
Unfumished 3 bdrm house, fully car-
peted, fireplace, W/D hookup, garage. 
$750 amonth. Located at3809 N 21st. 
Call 759-3097. 
Point Th 	 Area  
1 & 2 bdrm dishwaser, patio/ 
balcony. Close to Westgate 
Shopping Center. 1 bdrm $385 
2 bdrm. $495. 5802 N. 33rd. 
759-6827 or 472-RENT 
Strand of PEARLS! 18 inches with 
silver clasp. $175 obo. 
Call 752-3709 
fl1TI P1ti 	 Area  
1&2 bdmi w/fireplace, utility rm &full 
size W/D, patio/balcony. I bdrm $460 
2bdrm $545. 5823 North 33rd 
Call 759-6827 or 472-RENT 
Rent from a UPS Alum 
Female to share newer, Northend 
home. Full bath. Must like plants 
and love 1 dog. Great place to 
study. $250 per month plus 1/3 
utilities. Call between 3:00 - 9:00PM 
752-6311! 
H istorical1IDistrict 1r 
lbdrm, kitchen, pantry, & gas 
cooking.Laundry facilities & off street 
parking available. $345 - Park Manor 
Apartments. 1216 North 6th St. 
627-1557 or 472-RENT 
$99 Move-in special! 
The Women of fJ(appa 9Ltpfia 'Eieta Wetcome their 1996 9Vjw Initiates: 
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uL Of tljc Jaon Jakaiti 
Opinions Editor Combat Zone EdLtor 
1. The power to defy gravity so that my mohawk will 	 k Sex 	 ttb 
	
Ut UP 
stay up and won't look like a fat, dead blue weed on 	 2. Money 	 A & E Editor  
top of my misshapen skull 
. 	 Cigars (good ones, like from other  
2. Two ivory horns to sprout from said misshapen 	 countries!) 	 to. 	 Control 
skull 4. Wu-Tang clan merchandise 	 9. Shift  
3. Abolish the growing and harvesting ofblack licorice 	
. 	 Gin 	 8. 	 Caps Lock (I don't care if it's the "real" licorice) 6. A car that works all the time, forever 	 7 	 Tab 
4. No more participation requirements in English 	 7. Fly threads 	 6. 	 Option 
classes 8. Gavin Bush's head on a pike 	 5. Open-Apple 
5. The world's first testicle piercing 9. An interview with El Vez 	 4 	 Escape 
6. Fat Mike 10. Araygun 	 3. 	 Return 
- 	 2. 	 Delete 
• 1amic 1Iitotta '. 	 Help 
Advertising Manager QEjritp 	 bam 
1. Ajob (goodone-future Copy Editor 	 Rartn (.MLit1 
employment!) Assistant Layout Editor 
2. Shopping Spree (Ann Taylor- I want straight cash to pay for 
work clothes!) excursions I'll be taking while on 
. CountiY music played on KUPS Semester at Sea (African safaris, 2. "Airplane II"-the sequel to the 
canoeing the Amazon river, 
mother of all movies 
shopping in Hong Kong, etc.). 
	 3 	 A really big sailboat 
A crew for my really big sailboat 
Assistant A & E Editor A wooden leg, eye patch, and the 
ability to make anyone of my choice 
For Chanukah i want: walk the plank 
1. A Wonder Woman outfit and matching  JEITnLtCr 3atton 	 6. $600 for a decent wax machine for 
invisible plane 
2. Sex changes for my housemates Assistant Sports Editor 	
The Trail 
A pair of Audrey Hepburn sunglasses 
A's from all my profs 1. That kangaroo tennis shoes would 
A sex slave come back into style 
For everyone to admit that deep down they 	 2. Cordoroy would be declared the 
Fabric 	 Choice 	 ffflart world's 	 of really love black licorice, 
For people to only give a shit about 3. That the Indigo Girls would come 	 Editor in Chief 
something when it's worth giving a shit 	 Christmas caroling at my house on 
about Christmas Eve 	 I wish for... 
8. Oh-about a gazillion dollars or so 4. For everone to have a peaceful and 	 1. The Borg to conquer the Federation 
9. A letter opener joyous holiday season 	 2. Videotapes of every "Superfriends" 
episode 
3. Skee-ball in the Rendezvous 
iairt 	 &t' 	 ennui 4. Financial support after I graduate 
th 	 Features Editor 	
5. Truthful administrators 
Sports Editor 	 1. I want the Posies to play at UPS this spring 
An end to homophobia and 	 2. To win some scholarships for once in my sorry college career 
Aryan Nationalism 	 3. 
A professional masseuse as 	 4. 
A computer 
Some vinyl pants. Or black leather pants. Also a jacket. iJt1atOflt? 
a future wife 	 5. I wish all the stupid English major people would switch majors 
Porl Thompson to rejoin The and get out of my classes 	 Graphics Editor 
Cure 	 6. A dozen eager features writers for next semester 
For more women to wear 	 7. 8. 
Money 	 I have no wishes but to 
Silver Converse 	 remind everyone of a black (it is the sexiest color) 
For a rave to happen at the 	 9. Pants that fit 	 to a 	 cj u 	 short story by W.W. 
21st and Washington electric 	 10. 11. 
Prophet status 	 Jacobs called The 
Ice cream 	 Managing Editor 	 Monkey Paw. 
substation 12. Jenga 
Time. 
'r Trail map babe been more naujtp than nite tbi.5 
 
bing our tauptuap. *ure We're earip, but ift the la,5t 
r 
 
t 
anti We Want to beat the ruIj. o toucj it up, fattpT. 
TRAIL STAFF MEMBERS back row (1-r): Jamie Tilotta, Keith Turausky, Jennifer Caidwell, Marc Jones, John Garrett, Tu-Nga Nguyen, Amy 
Stockett. Second Row: Mlcah Rice, James Conover, Dianna Woods, Scott Schoeggi, Phaedra Allen, Jason Jakaitis. Front row: Kevin 
Maloney, Christy Adams, Karin Offiff, Erin Speck, Jennifer Hatton. 
	 - 
trnp 'toctctt 	
'tjatn jfairIjan{ Copy Ethtor 	 News Editor 
My Christmas wish this year is B's, free laundry, a 
	 la=5 QEOflO3f1 	 I want my diploma. bier bed and no more dirt3r dishes in the sink, 	
copy Editor 
-Jft'i 	 1. A GWAR show in Seattle. NOW! 
Assitant Layout Editor 
	
2. Cable 
Anap 
Someone to clean my cat's litter box for me 
Clinton impeached 
For everyone to realize their uniqueness (except for 
those people who aren't) 
To type like Jason 
For that mysterious rattle in my car's engine to go away 
A shortcut in Pagemaker 6.0 for 75% view size 
Legalization of all drugs 
30" monitor and 64 megs of RAM 
A whole assload of video games 
A good timeslot for my radio show (which, by the way, whups 
a snow leopard's ass and is every Friday from 2 to 3) 
Lik-m-aid 
Some of those cheap 80's punk sunglasses that are like one 
solid thin strip that make you look like a cyborg 
A pony 
An X-Cops show in Seattle. NOW! 
A drummer for my band SKWAT (which, by the way, whups a 
mountain goat's ass and will be coming back to UPS 
sometime in the future) 
LOGG R SPORTS M,,, 
W KLY 
EYEING YARDAGE, running back Daryl Wright tramples a would-be Lute tackler. 
C- 
0 
0 
S 
Walking through the winter wonderland of Logger sports can be a harrowing experience, so take care. Don't run to fast and 
slip on the ice, even though cross country ran over miles of Wisconsin frozen tundra at nationals. Snowballs are fun, but getting 
in the way of the high velocity, white balls that the volleyball team dug up at the NCIC finals isn't reccommended. Swimming 
during the winter can lead to hypothermia, but not when the swimming team is heating it up against NCIC competition. And 
remember when all that white stuff melts, you get a huge mud bog like that in which the football team faced PLU. 
Cross country in top=10 at Nationals 
• But women dethroned as champions while men place a disappointing eighth 
JENNIFER HArFON 
Assistant Sports Editor 
After the long haul to make it to 
Nationals this season, the Logger 
cross country team has come back 
from this weekend's meet disap-
pointed. 
Neither the men's nor the 
women's team performed as well as 
they had anticipated. The women's 
team fell to first-ranked Simon 
Fraser thus taking second place. Go-
ing into the meet ranked sixth in the 
nation, the Logger men came home 
with an eighth place finish after the 
national meet. 
The goals going into nationals was 
a first place finish for the women and  
for the men was to equal or better 
last year's finishing place of fourth. 
"We ran the best that we could 
for the situation," said junior Andrea 
Boitano of the women's team and its 
injured runners. 
Though the teams did not compete 
as they had hoped, it was a feat in 
itself to make it to the national cham-
pionship again. For the women, this 
1996 trip was their ninth consecu-
tively. This year was also another 
chance for the women's team to de-
fend their four-year reigning national 
title. This year's trip to Kenosha, 
Wisconsin gave the men's team their 
fourth consecutive trip to the NAIA 
National Championship Meet. 
"We will take this meet as a moti- 
vator for next year," said Boitano. 
"Our whole [women's] team will be 
back next year. We can only take this 
year and plan to compete just as hard 
and go to nationals again next year." 
A fast start in both the men's and 
women's races left many UPS run-
ners back in the pack. This proved 
to be a hard hole to dig out of. The 
tight course made it very difficult for 
competitors from the back to make 
up the lost distance. Overall, the 
course was very fast because of the 
hard ground and temperature of fifty 
degrees. 
The men's winners were Lubbock 
Christian University, Lubbock 
boasts a strong lineup of Kenyans 
and placed all their runners in the top  
ten, thus winning the meet easily. 
On the women's side, Simon 
Fraser boasted the meet's top two 
individual finishers in Can 
Ramperstad and Heather DeGeest. 
Teamed with their three other scor-
ers, Simon Fraser tallied 75 points, 
compared to the Loggers' 114. 
Junior My Nguyen finished fast-
est for the UPS women's team at 
18:16 and senior Jon Westerman 
completed his last UPS cross coun-
try season fastest for the team with 
a time of 25:21. 
Even after the weekend's unex-
pected outcome, the teams still have 
something to cheer about. The Log-
ger women had three NAIA All-
Americans, while the men had one. 
With All-American honors 
awarded to the Nationals' top 30 rac-
ers, Westerman captured his third 
straight award with a 29th place fln-
ish. For the women Nguyen placed 
15th, while junior Beth Robbins and 
Boitano were right behind in 16th 
and 17th, respectively. 
Just missing out on All-American 
honors was freshman Dave Davis, 
who finished 31st out of a field of 
over 300 runners. 
With the cross country season be-
ing officially over now, the runners 
of this university will be taking a 
break-for a second. For some run-
ners, training for track starts with the 
cool-down run following the Na-
tional race. 
Logger offense quiet to end in,29-3 loss 
KAREN KIM 
Staff Writer 
The rain turned the field at Baker 
Stadium into one big mudpit in last 
weekend's matchup between the 
Puget Sound Loggers and their 
crosstown rival, the Lutes of Pacific 
Lutheran University. 
The Lutes came away with a 29-3 
win over the Loggers and are on their 
way towards an at-large bid for the 
NAIA Division II playoff berth, and 
will face Western Washington this 
weekend. 
Meanwhile the loss drops the Log-
gers to a dismal 0-9 record for the 
season. 
Despite the slippery conditions on 
the field, PLU scored on a 27-yard 
pass from quarterback Dak Jordan 
to Brian Van Valey with 4:25 left in 
the first quarter to take a 6-0 lead 
over the Loggers. 
In the second quarter, the Loggers 
took advantage of a blocked punt, 
which resulted in a 33-yard field goal 
by Eli! Swanson, cut the lead to 6-3. 
The Lutes scored twice in the sec-
ond quarter and left the field at half-
time with a 22-3 lead. The second 
half did not get any better for the 
Loggers were held scoreless as the 
Lutes were able to add another 
touchdown to the scoreboard. 
Pacific Lutheran was able to 
dominate the game by maintaining 
their field position on the field and 
holding the Loggers star running 
back Daryl Wright to just 84-yards 
on 29 carries. The Loggers managed 
to only net 138-yards on 53 plays, 
while the Lutes racked up a total of 
437 yards on the day. 
Despite a disappointing season the 
Loggers earned their share of all 
conference honors as three members 
of the Puget Sound football team 
were named first-team All-Confer -
ence in the Northwest Conference of 
Independent Colleges. The three dis-
tinguished players named all-confer-
ence were Wright, offensive lineman 
Pat Abrahamson, and defensive line-
man Brent Hixson. Both Wright and 
Abrahamson were chosen last year 
as all-conference selections for their 
outstanding performances. 
For the offense, lineman Scott 
Fenton was selected to the second 
team and a honorable mention was 
given to Karl Rains for their efforts 
during the season. 
Defensively, linebacker Tony Puz 
and punter Steve Turella along with 
defensive back Patrick Ross were 
second team selections. The Loggers 
also garnered three honorable men-
tion selections on the defense, which 
include linebackers Jeff Sakamoto 
and Nate Upton as well as defensive 
back James Colborn. 
OMt$1AIY 
UPS students selling their crafts, 
clothing, jewelry, pottery, drawings, 
photographs, & much more! 
Plus music, food, and hot apple cider! 
Located ill Cafe W4 
On the corner of (th Av. and State St. 
Athletes need stage to show 
pro talent besides college 
PAT MALONEY 
1Staff Writer 
Every year it seems like more and 
moie Division-I college athletes are 
coming out of school early. The 
young men are looking for the big 
paychecks and have no interest in 
furthering their education. The lat-
est trend is for blue-chip high school 
prospects to go straight into profes-
sional sports. Young athletes with no 
interest in obtaining a degree should 
not be forced into attending college. 
The professional basketball and 
football leagues need to form minor 
leagues to solve this problem. The 
current systems are designed to let 
older, mediocre players try to play 
themselves back into the major 
leagues. If these athletes had a place 
to show their skills to professional 
scouts, besides college, it would be 
advantageous for everyone involved. 
Currently, many major colleges 
are being accused of recruiting vio-
lations. If a new system was devel- 
oped, the pressure to recruit the big-
gest and most talented athletes 
would lessen. Many of these people 
would no longer be interested in 
going to college. if the purpose of 
the new minor leagues were to gain 
exposure for young athletes, much 
of the pressure on universities would 
be allieviated. 
Many of the young athletes, who 
are being recruited by major schools, 
have no desire to further education. 
This problem is shown in the num-
ber of people leaving school early 
and just skipping college to go to the 
professional ranks. 
While many of the early depar-
tures are in school they have no de-
sire to attend class. They are not in 
college to learn, but to make a large  
impression on the professional 
scouts. 
Major college sports are too big 
at the present time. They are a multi-
million dollar industry which is cor- 
Iajor college sports are 
too big at the present time 
They are a multi million 
dollar industry which is 
rruptiug the pority of 
Ullege sports. 
rupting the purity of college sports. 
Something needs to be done to solve 
these problems. 
Presently, the NFL and the NBA 
are most equipped to relieve this 
pressure from the schools. Young 
athletes with no desire in obtaining 
a degree need to have a showcase 
for their immense talents. 
UPS basketball 
seasons open 
this weekend 
Along with the cold weather 
comes the first Puget Sound bas-
ketball season in the National Con-
ference of Independent Colleges. 
But while snow could inhibit the 
season openers for many teams, the 
Logger men travel to Hawaii this 
weekend to take on U. of Hawaii-
Hilo on Saturday and BY U-Hawaii 
on Monday. 
Although the Logger men don't 
posses the height of last year's 
squad, team experience will be an 
asset. Key returners include Corey 
Van Lith, Derek Pender and Manny 
Martucci. 
The men will open the home sea-
son, as well as the conference 
schedule on November 30 against 
Whitman as Bob Niehl enters his 
eighth year as Logger head coach. 
The women face a foe from last 
year's Pacific Northwest Athletic 
Conference in their season opener 
at St. Martin's University. 
Leading the Loggers is the guard 
tandem of Kristina Goos and Kelly 
Kaiser, who both look to build on 
last year's impressive individual 
performances. Beth Bricker will 
enter her eighth year at the Loggers' 
helm. 
Athlete of the 
Week goes to 
Lance Craig 
The University of Puget Sound 
Athletic Department has awarded 
the Athlete of the Week honor to 
swimmer Lance Craig. A sopho-
more, Craig has become an impor-
tant asset to his team. 
At last weekend's sweep of Cen-
tral Washington and Whitman Col-
lege, Craig earned four individual 
event titles in the 200 free, 100 
back, 50 free, and the 500 free. 
Craig's wins helped the men's team 
to a 132-72 win over Central Wash-
ington and a 145-39 killing of 
NCIC competitor Whitman. 
................ V61 	 b, ir II 	 in 
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MIcAH RICE The Loggers carried the right to 
SportsEdiwr face \illar icite wi h a win in a 
close, match acanist George Fox. 
The 	 llyhall season came to Puct Sound and theBniinstaaded 
an end in heartbreaking fashion for,  game. before the Loggers finally 
thcLoggerswi 'adose five game won trie match ',t Ii a 15 13 dcci 
loss to \Viflame te in me finals of sior, in the fifth game. Wiflarnette 
the NCJC chiunpionshtp touma- downed Pacitri Lutheran in the 
inent last weekend. oti cc 	 rnifina1 to advance. 
After taking a 2-I lead m the The future is definitely bright 
best-of five match the Loggers for L gpci votiovl6afl in 1997 af- 
dropped the £ nail two games by c- an umpr 'ssuv' 	 96 record of 
scores of 15-12 and 15 10, respec- 2 	 ill overall and 13-3 in confer 
tivety. It 
	 s-as an extremely tight cnce.  
and competItive match between The team loses nobody to grade- 
the couference's top Iwo teams. at ion au d can expect the return of 
A1er splitung two regular season s"craI ke', players such a-. frit 
matches, nether team got away team All NCIC member Vicky 
fromthe other asall five games of Crooks, Lou i Inman 	 Shalcah 
the championship match 	 crc de 3 r s, Anruut Dudek and Stephanie 
cidd by five points or les',. Anderson 
Saturday Market 
ocrafts fal'or 
-8 
• Two 5-week sessions 
• More than 75 quality 
education courses 
• French Immersion 3-week 
Program 
• College Preview High School 
Program 
• Pont-Aven Art Program 
For information: 
The American Universfty of Paris 
Summer Programs, Box S.4 
60 East 42nd St., Suite 1463 
New York, New York 10165 
Tel. (212) 983.1414 
Fax (212) 983-0444 
Web site -http:I/www.aup.fr  
Email - Summer@aup.fr 
p 
These are 
the candy, 
cookies, 
chips & cake 
people around 
the world snack 
on every day. 
Call toll free 1 
The International 
P 	 V Junk Food of the 
Month Club 
	
Get over 
3 lbs. of 
o0 fl snacks for 
$29.95 
838-SNACK-U4EA for free sample. 
Accredited by the MddIe States Assodation 
  
—-.-.-.--- Swimming 
Fr 	 hntcn 7 0 Nov. 22 
.,rt Bus 6 1. Whitworth 
ty Nelly's 3 4 @ UPS 
6:00 p.m. 
Swat 1 * 	 * 	 * 
4Rise 0 6 1 Nov.23 
Pacific Lutheran 
Men's..lndoor Soccer @ UPS 
1:00p.m. 
rw s 	 na',tj Men s Basketball Runner&UpU 4 2 Nov. 23 Sigma Nu Carrel #2 4 2 
Hawaii-Hilo PorkChopXpress 2 4 
Pih 2 4 @ Hilo, HI 
'tgmaNuCarie1#1 2 4 4:00 p.m. 
SgmaNu 0 6 * 	 * 	 * 
Nov. 25 
LI B Basketball BYU-Hawaii 
Lokahi 4 o @ Honolulu, HI 
i-ioopt i 7:30 p.m. 
ntitled 2 2 
lpbaPhi/SigmaNu 0 4 Women's Basketball 
if You Only Knew 0 4 Nov. 23 
St. Martin's 
@ Olympia 
7:00p.m. 
Bio Nla 
I)rai 
L H'k (.1Iu 
Fussball 
Puk. .1 C; 
Si hia N iirii 
WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY 	 Preparation from 
SCHOOL 	 ME 
Invest 10 months for 
the challenge of a lifetime. 
Willamette University offers an excellent 10 month program 
leading to a Master of Arts (MAT) degree and 
an Oregon Teaching License, with teacher license 
reciprocity with 27 states. 
For more information contact 
Office of Admission, Wi/amette University, Salem, OR 97301 
(503) 370-6303, FAX (503) 375-5363 
email.-mat-admission@Willamette.edu  http://www.willamette.edu  
1997-98 Program: August 18, 1997-June 14, 1998 
Licensure endorsements available in: 
Art • Biology • Business • Chemistry • Drama Elementary Education 
English. French • General Science • German• Health • Japanese 
Mathematics (Basic & Advanced) • Middle Level Education 
Music Education (K-12) • Physical Education (K-12)• Physics 
Social Studies• Spanish • Speech 
Ii 
WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY 
OFFICE OF ADMISSION 
featuring.. 
• 28 hours of in-class teaching 
• two fully proctored exam 
• additional help sessions 
• personalized instruction 
• free application advising 
• Price -- $445 
Call now for more information 
on the LSAT, GRE or G1/fl T 
I44151 
1,exi GRL Cia begss I C(FLIJI Y 7 
Next GMAT Class begins November 19 
Next LSAT Classes begin December 5 
Preparation from 
1ciiiii 1 r1iIr'rT 
featuring... 
• 36 hours of in-class teaching 
• four fully proctored exams 
• additional help sessions 
• instructor -- Steven Klein 
• free application advising 
• Price -- $495 
Call now for more information 
on the LSA T, GRE or G'%IA T 
654j 
Next GMAT Class begins November19 
Next LSAT Classes begin October 5, 8.9 and 10 
Swimming dives 
into league pool 
• Whitworth and PLU to provide 
tough midseason competition 
/ 
1 	 0 
SIEmA SPITZER 
Staff Writer 
The men's and women's swim 
teams made a big splash this week-
end as they defeated both Central 
Washington and NCIC foe Whitman 
College. 
The men's team crushed Central 
beating them 132-72 and defeated 
Whitman 145-39. The women also 
had a win with 133-72 against Cen-
tral and 135-68 against Whitman. 
The Loggers will hit the water 
again this weekend as they prepare 
to host a pair of NCIC battles. The 
Whitworth College Pirates will visit 
Wallace Pool on Friday at 6:00 pm 
and the Pacific Lutheran Lutes come 
from across town on Saturday at 
1:00pm. 
The Loggers expect a tough wa-
ter battle from the fighting Pirates 
on Friday, perhaps the biggest chal-
lenge of the season. 
Logger Lance Craig shared his 
view on the tough upcoming 
competition:"We'll have to rely on 
our depth to pull us through. If we 
pull together as a team, we'll kick 
some butt." 
Craig was recently named UPS 
Athlete of the Week for his perfor-
mance in the meet against Central 
Washington where he won the 200 
free (1:47.7 1) and 100 back (54:82) 
and the Whitman meet where he was 
the individual winner in the 50 free 
(22:93) and 500 free (4:59.06). 
The Whitworth men finished sec-
ond at the men's national event last 
season and the Whitworth women 
are also a top team among NCIC 
schools. 
The Loggers will have little time 
to catch their breath before Pacific 
Lutheran jumps in for Saturday's 
challenge. The Lutes are also strong 
NCIC opponents in both men's and 
women's divisions. 
UPS individual winners 
Gabor Mereg 1000 Free Liz Leer 1000 Free 
Lance Craig 200 Free Jenny Peterson 50 Free 
Marc Kinkaid 50 Free Kristin Booth 200 I.M. 
Kyle Sexton 200 I.M. Jenel Yanagihara 100 Butterfly 
Chsis Fants 100 Butterfly Jenny Peterson 100 Back 
Marc Kincaid 100 Free Jen Lane 500 Free 
Lance Craig 100 Back Marne McDonald 200 Free 
Niel Ichiki 100 Breast 
Sean Dowling 
vs. Whitman 
1650 Free Jenny Peterson 200, 500 Free 
Neil Ichiki 200 Free Jen Lane 200, 100 Free 
Lance Craig 50, 500 Free Nicole McKenney 200 Butterfly 
Kyle Sexton 400 l.M, 200 Back Nina Natina 200 Breaststroke 
Chris Fantz 100 Free 
Erich von Tagen 100 Breaststroke 
— THEMCAT 
JUST GOT MUCH EASIER 
TO SWALLOW. 
1 Now that The Princeton Review and Hyperlearning have joined forces, you 
can put your MCAT worries to rest. We've 
I teamed up to offer you the finest, most com-prehensive MCAT preparation available. By 
- combining Hyperlearning's science-intensive 
approach with The Princeton Review's personal, 
result-oriented approach we've created the 
ultimate MCAT prescription. 
• Superior science and verbal review U  • 15 individual full-length practice exams 
• Revolutionary test-taking strategies 
• Flexible course scheduling 
• 15 student maximum class size 
Classes start soon, so call us today for 
your FREE full-length diagnostic MCAT. 
' THE 
PRINCETON 
REVIEW 
'I 800.2.REVIEW • info.seattle@review.com 
 
Choose a Crisp or Soft Corn Tortilla Filled with your choice of.. 
Mff 1-11911 
$1.25 
• Beef, Chicken, Pork or Vegetarian 
• Includes Lettuce, Cheese, Tomato Salsa 
and Sauce 
AV 
OTHER ITEMS  
BURRITOS 
Grande.....................$3.33 
Grande Supreme ...........$4.31 
Mini .......................$1.53 
Mini Supreme . .............. $ 2.08 
Vegetarian (available in all sizes) 
Taco Salad ...............................' $ 4.07 
• Choice of Beef, Chicken, Pork or Rice 
• Includes Beans, Leffuce, Cheese, Tomato S.alsa 
and Sauce 
Quesadellas ............................. $ 2.04 
One Flour or Two Corn Tortillas served with 
Guacamole, Sour Cream, and Tomato Salsa 
Rice and Beans ........................... $ .92 
Topped with Tomato Salsa 
Chips and Salsa ........................... $ .92 
Nachos.................................$3.93 
Add Meat ................. $ .92 
Receive one 
FREE 
small pop with 
any purchase!! 
Only available to those with a 
valid UPS Identification card. 
2602 6th Avenue $uite 
Located Ne xt to $hakab:rah Java * 383-,3424 
Ideas from a speck in the cosmos 
KEvIN MALONEY 
Philosopher 
"...Ye shall know the truth, and the 
truth shall make you free." John 8:32 
The notion that the truth is in the 
very least knowable in any sense, 
and that logic is in the best tool to 
take us there, is the first brick upon 
which all universities are built. But 
haven't any of the countless students 
and professors across the nation 
heard that conventional truth is dead. 
Ironically enough, God is very much 
alive or love or the Tao or any meta-
phorical attempt to explain the in-
explicable glue that holds this exist-
ence together. These words are not 
an aimless attempt to surf a shock 
wave, but are the logical end of logic 
and words spoken by ancient and 
modern man. 
Logic 
Logic, by its own rules cannot be 
justified as an effective tool to em-
ploy in the human attempt to under-
stand the world around us. Accord-
ing to logic, if a person seeks to 
prove a theory, then he or she can-
not employ that theory in the justifi-
cation process. Therefore, for any 
proof of the validity of logic to be  
successful, that proof would have to 
be illogical. Hence, a paradox. Why 
then is logic esteemed as a god at 
this and all universities in the attempt 
to fmd order in existence? 
The answer can be found in the 
ancient Greeks. These men used 
their opposable thumbs in an unprec-
edented manner, venerating logic as 
man's most evolutionary tool, and 
with Plato at the wheel, the Greeks 
drove Western thought into a park-
ing-lot named "rationality." 
I propose that this decision to es-
teem logic resulted from the Greek 
tendency to turn men into Gods and 
Gods into men. Two basic fears were 
at the heart of this tendency: a fear 
of death and a fear of inferiority. The 
Greeks were pioneers of the arts and 
sciences, the two dominant realms 
of intellectual practice to this date. 
Art serves the role of putting the 
power to create new worlds (previ-
ously only the domain of Gods) into 
the hands of men. Science serves to 
turn miracles and mysteries into 
models which can be learned by man 
(a form of omnipotence previously 
only the domain of Gods). With 
these two realms of intellectual prac-
tice, man deluded himself by at-
tempting to appear more important 
than other animals. Through the pro-
cess of demonstrating the powers of 
Gods, man seemed to be trying to 
fight or forget his death by giving 
the appeance that he had control of 
his uncontrollable fate. All you have 
to do to see the results of the Greek 
decisions is to go inside any build-
ing, where we spend most of our 
lives, and recognize that man left the 
world created by another and im-
mersed himself in one where only 
his peers, pets and decorative plants 
are not the creations of his deluded 
sense of power (Ironically, by my 
writing of this article, I, too, am a 
participant in this madness.) 
Ask any one of your professors - 
these seemingly pious priests of 
these universities which Robert 
Pirsig called "churches of reason"-
to justify logic and I hypothesize that 
they will tell you that logic is a self-
ev1jdent truth that needs no justifica-
tion because it is time-tested. I would 
like to turn their own history against 
them and point to the time-tested 
self-evident truth that the universe 
revolves around the earth. Ptolemy 
proposed a model based on this natu-
ral observation which stood as 
"truth" for centuries. Copernicus, 
also seeking to impose a more per-
fect order on existence, proposed an 
alternative which replaced the pre-
vious self-evident truth. 
It is not my attempt here to replace 
logic. I simply seek to demonstrate 
ha ven't any of the 
1: unllessstw/entsiijjd 
pofessors across the 
tation heard that 
conventional truth is dead 
that logic is a current conventional 
system of thought, subject to the 
same scrutiny as all other theories. I 
hope that my demonstration that 
logic cannot even prove its own va-
lidity points out logic's limitations 
and calls for a more perfect system 
of thought which could employ ra-
tional tools in combination with ir-
rational tools. 
Frames of 
Reference 
Now I present to you my thoughts 
that direct us to the irrational realm. 
I propose that there is but one truth 
in all of existence, and that all else 
is subjective. This subjectivity of 
human perception I call individual 
frames of reference. My very exist-
ence is not pure; it is filtered through 
the prevailing ideas of my culture 
(the mythos) and the limits of my 
awareness through the five senses. 
Consequently, I can no longer see a 
table as a new image filled with 
beauty, instead, tradition tells my 
brain to see the entity in terms of 
form, function, and the most restrict-
ing of all traditions: as a word, 
"table." Logic is the prevailing as-
pect of our modern mythos. It is my 
theory that the only thing which is 
true is that which is revealed to hu-
mans when these frames of reference 
are destroyed. On this topic, the great 
poet William Blake said in his Mar-
riage of Heaven and Hell, "If the 
doors of perception were cleansed 
every thing would appear to man as 
it is, infinite." 
We have two words in English 
which hopelessly attempt to describe 
this truth. Those words are "chaos" 
and "God." Chaos describes that 
which does not conform to order or 
logic. God is a metaphor, turning the 
only truth, which is 
uncomprehendable, into a man or a 
being with a will, which are the only 
terms in which humans may com-
prehend such an uncomprehendable 
concept. The best word for such an 
idea, I believe, was given by a man 
who lived before Christ named Lao 
Tzu who called it Tao, and refused 
to define it. 
Unfortunately, excluding the pe-
riods before we were born and after 
we die, it is impossible for humans 
to be free from these frames of ref -
erence in order to see the truth be-
cause it is the uniqueness of each of 
these frames which makes us indi-
viduals and allows us to call our- 
selves, "I." There are tools, however, 
to acquaint ourselves with this Tao, 
even though we cannot conceive of 
or understand it while we make a 
stride towards immersing ourselves 
in it. Such practices include medita-
tion as well as the age-old religious 
practice of ingesting a modern cul-
tural taboo. Another possible ap- 
is not my attempt here 
replace logic. Isiimiply 
ek to demmionstrate that 
eisa current 
nventionJstem of 
thought, subject to the 
scrutiny liE all other 
theories.  
proach would be to investigate 
whether schizophrenia is actually an 
illness, or whether it is a form of in-
sight (there are amazing similarities 
between ancient visionaries/medi-
cine-men and the modem schizo-
phrenic). I propose that the Western 
man find a balance between his ra-
tional thought and ancient religious 
non-rational thought. If one man 
does such in our society, he will be 
called crazy, be ostracized and will 
soon resemble the crazy man that he 
previously was not. But if we walk 
into the knowledge of irrational 
thought hand in hand, we will take 
the first true stride in many ages to-
wards acquainting our modern cul-
ture once again with the eternal 
enigma that is truth. 
For more information on 
these ideas, see Robert 
:pirsig's Zen and the Art of 
Motorcycle Maintenance, 
Aldous Huxley's The Doors 
of Perception, William 
Blake's The Marriage of 
Heaven and Hell, and Lao 
Tzu's Tao te Ching. 
oi1i iós 
in am1nfte... 
It's obvious everybody in this 
whole damn school wants to take 
ceramics. We need more ceram-
ics classes and we need 'em now! 
My Little Ponies have hair. It's 
rad! You can fling them around 
by it, burn it, even hack it all off. 
So why don't G.I. Joe guys have 
hair? Why do chicks get to have 
all the fun? It's not fair, danimit! 
I used to think that guy who 
sleeps in his tent on the A/L lawn 
was pretty cool (besides the fact 
he's wasting all that money on a 
dorm) but now I think he's just 
crazy because it's snowing and 
he's still out there in his little tent. 
You should always whistle or 
sing when you go in a public 
restroom because they have great 
acoustics in those places and 
that's something that should defi-
nitely be taken advantage of. 
Yearbook looks great this year, 
good job, yearbook people! 
The whole "first snow of the 
winter" thing kind of loses it's 
luster when we don't get to miss 
any class because of it. 
The SUB needs a lot of things, 
but as long as they still have 
those red jello cups with whip 
cream for .005 points or what-
ever it is, they'll be okay in my 
book for the rest of the semester. 
Canadian bacon and pineapple 
pizza may be bomb-ass and 
trendy now, but unless they are 
able to get rid of the whole warm-
pineapple thing, there will be se-
rious repercussions. Put the pine-
apple on after!!! 
Where in the hell did Associ-
ate Dean Jeanette DiScala go, 
"on vacation" anyway? 
The Cellar should package up 
all that burned cheese from the 
breads ticks and sell it in a bucket 
or something for a couple bucks. 
There are freaks out there who 
live for that nasty, burned crap. 
Enough with the Cranbege 
bagel! Nobody likes them (ex-
cept for the freaks who like the 
burned cheese on the 
breadsticks) and they're alweays 
the bagels left over at the end of 
the day. The dream is over, folks, 
let's move on. 
It's about time you can check 
class availability on the internet, 
good to see our University is 
keeping up with everybody else 
on our way into the 21st century.  
ffl  or o r4~_3 
New clubs able to cope 
with risky activities 
Recently I have been trying to get 
involved in two clubs on campus, or 
rather, clubs that are TRYING to 
form. One is the Skydiving Club, the 
other is the Martial Arts Association. 
I read in a little form I got from the 
ASUPS office that they want to try 
to support high-risk activities. BS. 
We are all adults, I think. Most of us 
know that jumping out of a plane or 
being thrown by somebody is not 
risk free. And yet, there is strong in-
terest to do it because we know that 
life is full of risks and you can't just 
stay inside all day. Further, as adults, 
we also know that one doesn't need 
to take UNNECESSARY risks. 
Somebody down there in ASUPS 
must think we don't know what life 
is all about. We know how there are 
risks, will take precautions, and 
make sure we are educated in how 
to minimize injuries and accept re-
sponsibility if something happens. 
There is no reason why it should take 
this long. Endless insurance forms 
and butt covering get nothing done. 
The two clubs I mentioned are fi-
nally getting underway, but I want 
to express my disappointment that 
this has taken two months and for 
being treated, as far as I can tell, like 
we are not adults. 
Sincerely, 
Kim Banz 
Panhellenic council 
answers questions 
Panhellenic Council would like to 
address the discriminatory activity 
which happened on campus several 
weeks ago. As a council, we do not 
condone the student's actions, and 
we hope that similar actions will not 
be repeated on campus. We are 
aware that discrimination exists in 
MIcL FtmIEi 
Staff Writer 
Well, the election results have 
been tabulated, speculated, masti-
cated, and fondulated and the ver-
dict is in: Americans don't give a 
rat's ass who runs this country or 
what they do with it while they are 
running it. Yes, we have reached that 
point at which the spirits of George 
and Co. should rise out of the 
ground, snatch the Declaration of 
Independence and the Constitution 
out of our greasy dumb fingers and 
take them back to the afterlife, where 
there are some people who might 
still appreciate their meaning. We 
don't deserve these documents. We 
don't deserve the power and freedom 
they have granted to us. I don't know 
why, but humans have this annoy-
ing tendency to take for granted their  
our society and although it will not 
completely be eliminated, we would 
like to take a step towards mininiiz-
ing it. Many students often think of 
Greek members as elitists, conform-
ists, and bigots. Other labeling ideas 
is that we travel and socialize in 
cliques, are biased towards the 
wealthy, and so on. Contrary to these 
stereotypes, Greeks are the most in-
volved in campus activities, ranging 
from AS UPS Student Body Council 
to Hui 0' Hawaii, we also have the 
highest G.P.A. compared to the rest 
of the campus, and complete an ex-
tensive amount of philanthropy/ 
community activities per year. 
U a council, we i/o not 
nndone the student's 
iictions, awl we hope that 
Nilililaf actioiis will not be 
repeated on cailipus. 
The executive council and soror-
ity presidents would like to explain 
our position statement on member-
ship diversity. As 1997 Rush is 
quickly approaching we would like 
to make it known to potential Greek 
members, staff, faculty and admin-
istration our philosophy during 
membership select ion into the Greek 
system. Panhellenic and Intrafrat-
emily Council, "since their found-
ing, has never condoned discrimina-
tion in membership selection based 
on race, color, sexual orientation, re-
ligion, national origin, disability, age 
or ancestry of any woman/man stu-
dent matriculated in any college or 
University." May this further answer 
some questions and cease the typi-
cal "animal house" labeling of 
Greeks which often occurs on col-
lege!university campuses nation-
wide. 
Another issue we would like to 
address are the alarming questions 
concerning social functions on 
Union Avenue. Some of the ques-
tions being raised were: 
freedoms as long as they aren't chal-
lenged. When was the last time the 
Army busted into your Political 
Theory class and executed the 
teacher? Probably never happened, 
right? Ask that same question to 
someone from China or Guatemala. 
A different answer would most cer-
tainly be forthcoming. 
So we, as citizens of the world's 
most powerful country ever, have 
forgotten what it means to be mem-
bers of this country. We harp on il-
legal immigrants while forgetting 
that we are all illegal immigrants. We 
whine about high taxes and govern-
ment waste and then make such a 
poor showing at the polls that any 
tyrant in high office would chuckle. 
All of the pansy liberals, go-it-alone 
libertarians, ditto-heads, fat-cat Re-
publicans, and special interest group 
weenies have there own theory on 
Why have a guest list? What is its 
purpose? 
As a non-Greek member, why am 
I not allowed to attend? 
Even though I'm well above the 
drinking age, why should I keep my 
alcoholic beverages inside the chap-
ter house? 
Risk Management policies which 
were established many years ago, are 
designed to assist students and or-
ganizations to have safe events when 
alcohol is permitted on the premises. 
Years past, these policies have not 
been enforced on a regular basis and 
as a goal, IFC and Panhellenic Coun-
cil wanted to set a precedence. In 
organized functions on Union Av-
enue in chapter facilities, the chap-
ter follows risk management poli-
cies, ensuring a safer and more regu-
lated environment, compared to off-
campus parties. Guest lists and 
checking procedures are for liabil-
ity reasons. The individual chapter 
risk management policies do not al-
low open parties and prohibits them 
to occur. Students at the entrance 
way will turn away uninvited guests, 
or non-listed individuals at these 
social functions. Therefore it is im-
portant to understand the reasoning 
behind our policies before making 
any harsh assumptions or personal 
statements about the Greek system 
of any of its members. Non-Greek 
members are welcome over to Union 
Avenue after function hours (11:00 
p.m.) if they are on the guest list. We 
request names of guests are given to 
social officers with the particular 
house that is hosting the function 
prior to its event. Finally, to answer 
the last question raised, it is illegal 
to have open containers outside the 
chapter house. 
In conclusion, this letter was in-
tended to clarify several issues and 
questions which was brought to our 
attention. We have an open door 
policy and welcome anyone to at-
tend our general council meetings. 
Sincerely, 
Papillong Hatsady 
VP of Public Relations- 
Panhellenic Council 
why this country sucks. Well, it 
doesn't suck; they are the problem, 
and so are all of you. 
What this country needs is a swift 
kick in the ass. We need to fight a 
huge war, get royally thrashed, and 
see our borders invaded for the first 
time in 100+ years. All of the fat lazy 
Americans sitting on their living 
room couches munching on cold 
pizza and cheap beer would finally 
be challenged to stand up or cower. 
With a hostile power sitting in of -
fice, we might learn the value of 
freedom of speech, press and reli-
gion. Think income tax sucks? Wait 
till Dictator X sends his soldiers 
around to beat the crap out of you 
and your sons while raping your wife 
and daughters. 
George and his fellow conspira-
tors gave us this new brand of gov-
ernment because he figured that it 
Response to Christian 
Conversionists critique 
In response to Dianna Woods' edi-
torial 'Christian Conversionists 
Suck': 
In light of the recent inflamma-
tory graffiti incident on campus, I'm 
amazed this paper would print such 
an insensitive and derogatory item 
as this. In another moment of jovi-
ality you might editorialize "Black 
Activists Suck" or "Feminists 
Suck." 
In short, you are hypocrites and 
are no different than the fools who 
defaced the dorms. 
Sincerely, 
George Martinson 
The Puget Sound Trail aims to 
print a wide variety of opinions. As 
stated in the Editorial Policy, 
opinions do not necessarily reflect 
the opinions of the staff. Signed 
columns are the expressed opinion 
of the author. Persons offended by 
articles published in The Trail are 
encouraged to follow Mr. 
Martinson's example and submit 
letters to the editor. Please refer to 
the Editorial Policy located on 
page 17 for more information. 
—Ed. 
Woods' response cites 
Amendment Rights 
In response to the above letter, I 
would like to remind Mr. Martinson 
and other readers who may have for-
gotten of our First Amendment 
rights. Although my opinion may be 
considered "insensitive and deroga-
tory" to some, ourConstitution 
deems that I have the right to express 
it. We must remember that in order 
to protect our rights to free speech 
we must allow unpopular ideas to be 
expressed. Had Jonathan Metz writ-
ten to The Trail to bash minorities 
in his drunken stupor he would still 
be at our university. He wouldn't be 
very well liked, but he'd behere, and 
I suppose that is the risk I take. And 
so I shall. 
Sincerely, 
Dianna Woods 
was the best sort. He was right, to a 
point. As long as the people give a 
shit about the government, it will 
work fine. It can even be a model to 
others. But at the moment, it should 
be taken away from us because we 
can't take care of it properly. Hell, 
I'll volunteer to be the man in 
charge. A lot of you won't like it, 
but since you never get off your lazy 
duffs to participate, what do I have 
to fear? The more important ques-
tion, though, is what do we have to 
fear? There has been a trend of 
power accumulation in the upper tier 
since the first day of this country. As 
in the ecological chain, this accumu-
lation at the upper levels is toxic, and 
leads to toxic government. Unless 
we do something, the next 100 years 
will see the significant decline of 
personal freedoms, and the final de-
cay of democracy in our country. 
US democracy in shambles, decay 
Reassess class prerequ isites 
ARLO PELEGRIN 
Staff Writer 
Last week it caine time to register 
for the Spring semester of my senior 
year, and by some twist of good for-
tune, I had a free elective floating 
around. The little flyer that came 
with the schedule advertised a 400-
level class in a department com-
pletely outside my discipline. I'm 
not an idiot; I know you have to bust 
ass in a 400-level class. Nonetheless 
my curiosity was piqued. 
I called the professor, who told me 
the 300-level prerequisite was abso-
lutely necessary and wanted to spare 
inc the antagonism and embarrass-
ment, but appreciated my curiosity 
anyway. This made me wonder why 
the class was advertised in the sched-
ule for all to see, rather than sent out 
in tidy envelopes to the sequestered 
alumni of the prerequisite. Non-
plussed, I consulted the schedule and 
found another 400 class in the same 
department. The class description 
promised hidden lore in that disci-
pline, esoterica beyond my wildest 
expectations, with a short list of pre-
requisites that only went up to the 
200 level. The schedule sternly in-
formed me that permission of the 
instructor was required 
Feeling somewhat more confi-
dent, I gave Instructor X a ring and 
humbly asked to partake in the foun-
tain of knowledge issuing forth from 
her capable brain next spring. De-
spite my major being in a completely 
Lk TAWNYA ROBINSON 
Staff Writer 
In last week's edition of The 
Trail, Dianna Woods wrote an opin-
ion piece on certain people she 
called "Christian Conversionists" 
Woods made the mistake of putting 
Jehovah's Witnesses, born-again 
Christians, and Mormons in the 
same group and then made a gen-
eralization about all three groups, 
whose beliefs and methods are to-
tally different. Since I am not a 
Jehovah's Witness or a Mormon I 
cannot speak on their behalf; how-
ever, I do consider myself a born-
again Christian and therefore will 
specifically respond in defense of 
born-again Christians. 
In the article Woods claimed that 
she was constantly bombarded with 
Christianity, whether it was through 
billboards or people approaching 
her. I've lived in Tacoma for about 
three months now and during that 
time I have only seen a couple of 
billboards promoting Christianity, 
and wherever I did see a billboard 
a church was usually somewhere 
nearby, so her complaint is made 
invalid. I could understand if bill-
boards were placed near places 
such as clubs and bars, where ob-
viously Christianity is not a huge  
different discipline, and despite my 
lack of all but one of the prerequi-
sites, the Professor gave me a tenta-
tive green light. 
Next morning I rushed to the de-
partment office, registration form in 
hand, to get a signature and cast 
myself in the play of wisdom that 
was to unfold this Spring. Instructor 
X arrived, and solemnly informed 
me that since this was a 400-level 
class, and since many of the seniors 
in the department needed it to gradu-
ate, and since there were only rix-
teen spots in the class, she would 
have to make me wait until shortly 
before the actual registration date, to 
give those seniors all the breathing 
room they needed. I asked her how 
many spots were left. Not many, she 
said, and told me she had let some 
Juniors into the class already. This, 
in my mind, is in conflict with the 
list of reasons from her previous 
monologue, which I pointed out to 
her. She didn't like it, and told me to 
check back with her closer to regis-
tration time. 
Just before registration, I called 
her, and this time she had thought 
about it, and didn't want me in the 
class. The 200-level prerequisite was 
so necessary that my not having 
taken it would only be detrimental--
to her, to myself, to the other stu-
dents, and to the class dynamic. But 
I have the will to learn, I rejoined. 
Surely that counts for something. 
But it was unappealable. The flex-
ibility of mind that a liberal-arts edu- 
concern of the people at these loca-
tions. As far as the campus commu-
nity is concerned, I haven't felt any 
pressure to join some religious sect. 
On campus, I have yet to be walk-
ing to class or the SUB and some 
extremist Christian come flying out 
of the bushes screaming at me chant-
ing "Jesus is the answer, join now 
or you will die." The most I have 
ever seen on campus concerning 
membership with a religious group 
are indiscreet invitations posted in 
various spots. 
. campus, I have yet to be 
walkL'it' to class or the 
0 and soiiie extremist 
nstian come flying out 
W the bushes screaming at 
uie chanting "Jesus is the 
nswer, join now or you 
will die." 
Woods implies that the main pur-
pose of Christians is to convert non-
Christians and change their belief 
system. This is untrue. Since my fa-
ther is an ordained minister, I know  
cation is supposed to impart on us 
has not reached Instructor X. 
Perhaps this individual honestly 
believed that my lack of prerequi-
sites was a serious impediment. 
However, she took no time to see 
what kind of familiarity I had with 
the subject at hand. Who is she to 
?YJio is she to evaluate 
my experience iJ'ot all of 
is have coiiie to acquire 
.lililevery aspect of oar 
knowledge through 
sitting in a classrooiui. 
evaluate my experience? Not all of 
us have come to acquire every as-
pect of our knowledge through sit-
ting in a classroom. Very few of us 
have. And who among the sixteen 
initiates who were accepted is go-
ing to remember, detail for detail, cv - 
erything that transpired in the pre-
requisite classes? I've taken classes 
without the prerequisites in other de-
partments and haven't run across any 
serious problems. 
Whence the magic number six-
teen? If there is a consistent trend of 
there being more students tnan 
places in the class, as Instructor X 
leads me to believe, then I humbly 
submit that the classes should be 
larger. If that creates some kind of 
havoc for the professor teaching that 
for a fact and from personal experi-
ence that that is not the goal of Chris-
tians. Rather, the one and only goal 
of Christians is to expose others to 
the way of life that they, as Chris-
tians, have chosen. If the individual 
they happen to be speaking to at the 
time doesn't wish to accept what 
they have to say, that's fine, and if 
they are seeking change and would 
like to convert, that's all the better. 
Woods states in her article that 
many of the non-Christians "are 
happy where they are at religiously, 
and have come to their conclusions 
after years of questioning and exam-
ining different thoughts, beliefs, and 
ideas." Well, who's to say that Chris-
tians didn't go through the same pro-
cess? Religion usually isn't just a 
spur-of-the-moment decision. You 
don't all of a sudden just decide one 
day, "Okay, being a Jehovah's Wit-
ness sounds fun, I think I'll be one 
of those." Woods also fails to real-
ize that people who are Christians 
are also subject to the attacks of non-
Christians. I wouldn't say that Chris-
tians are "politely exposed" to dif-
ferent beliefs and ideas. It's a known 
fact that true hard-core Christians are 
against things like drinking, drugs, 
and sexual misbehavior, yet aren't 
they still subjected to seeing these 
exact things referred to just about  
class, then perhaps an entirely new 
chapter of that class should open: 
sections A and B, for example. 
At the beginning of the year there 
were various addresses to the fresh-
men during orientation that encour-
aged them to take a class outside of 
their discipline. The same speech 
was given tome three years ago, and 
I have done so consistently, prereq-
uisites or not. And now I encounter 
this change-fearing instructor so en-
trenched in policy that she can't even 
find the time to see what kind of fa-
miliarity I have with the subject at 
hand. I really do have some back-
ground; even I do not relish taking a 
400-level class in a subject about 
which I'm clueless. It's not as if I'm 
asking to be let into a French Litera-
ture class, which would clearly be 
beyond me, and which the French 
instructor would be able to discern 
by talking to me. 
What chance do we have of get-
ting access to the real kno'.vledge in 
a discipline if we are systematically 
denied entry by way of absolute pre-
requisites? Despite Instructor X's 
abject fear of anything outside the 
rigid familiarity of guidelines, it is 
possible that I could have learned 
and flourished under her instruction, 
and maybe even zdded something to 
the class dynamic. Now this possi-
bility will not be explored, and In-
structor X will maintain the cold 
comfort of not taking risks. I don't 
think she heard that speech as a 
freshman. 
every day on TV? Almost every ad-
vertisement has something to do 
with sex, and several TV shows, 
songs, etc. constantly make some 
kind ofjoke about the consumption 
of drugs and/or alcohol. Wouldn't 
it be safe to say that Christians are 
always being subjected to things 
and ways of life they don't agree 
with? I think so. 
Woods claims that non-Chris-
tians will respect the right of Chris-
tians to talk about their religion as 
long as we don't force her and other 
non-Christians to listen. Well, that's 
a nice gesture and all, but she also 
needs take into account that things 
need to go both ways. So Dianna, 
can you promise that Christians 
won't have to see or hear anything 
they don't agree with against their 
own will? I doubt it. Accept the fact 
that yes, there are going to he 
people that are extremely gung-ho 
about their religion or lack thereof, 
for that matter. And of course you 
will come across those that go a 
little too far, but those people exist 
in every group, including non-
Christians. So there's not only a 
problem with some Christians, but 
also some non-Christians, and any 
other group there may be. And it's 
those people who, as you so elo-
quently put it, "suck." 
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ONWARD towards a bold new tomorrow. 
VAX diLes paimfub UngeriLng death 9,* 
Combat Zone weeps for twenty nights 
Well, it's pretty much official. 
The VAX is being phased Out. 
Everyone on campus is being 
told to switch over to this new-
fangled Eudora thingy. Sure, it 
may improve efficiency, reduce 
the load placed on the internet 
servers, increase campus diver-
sity, and make everything bad 
go away, but to me it just feels 
like the end of an era. 
Here at the increasingly self-
referential Combat Zone, we 
had some good times with the 
old VAX system. Many a blank 
page was filled up by pointless, 
mean-spirited barbs aimed at 
the VAX and the people that 
Merry Xmas! Be 
gleeful, darlings! The 
VAX may be dead, but 
we have brought the 
Xmas-time ruckus for 
y'all. This here being 
the last issue of The 
Pu get Sound Trail be-
fore we all head off to 
romp in a winter won-
derland, we have 
brought you a plethora 
of delightful gifts. 
What are they? Don't 
get so excited, kids. 
It's just a bunch of 
bloody lists. 
Ten Cool Religions 
Voodoo 
Animism 
Christianity (50 million 
Elvis fans can't be wrong) 
Ancestor Worship 
Subgenius-ism (making 
religion a kick-ass adventure) 
Discordianism 
Zen Buddhism, especially 
if you're one of those monks 
who can sing two different 
notes at once. 
Agnosticism 
Evil 
Other  
maintained it. Could all those 
lovely stipend checks have 
been collected without the reli-
ably low quality of VAX ser-
vice? We honestly don't know 
for sure. 
It's too damn bad, no kidding. 
What fun is an efficient, useful 
system? We can't make fun of 
it (although we'll certainly give 
it the old college try). We can't 
blame it for everything that 
goes wrong on this campus. All 
we can do is breeze into the 
computer labs, collect some 
mail, fire off some responses, 
and get the hell out in record 
time. Brilliant. It'll be like an 
Things That Are 
Absolutely Good 
Calzones 
Pro Wrestling 
Tipping the Pizza Delivery 
Person Good 
El Vez 
Peanut Butter 
Skinny Ties 
Sneering 
Angst 
Dilbert 
The Power Team 
Zombies 
Ten Good Gift Ideas 
I. Cash Money 
Eternal Life 
Sauerkraut 
Masks of blistered pink 
rubber from the Joke Shop 
Superballs 
Vespa Scooters 
Soup 
Real Estate 
Corporate Grant Money 
Fruitcake 
Things That Were Too 
Funny for The Puget 
Sound Trail to Print 
"1 would smack it up, flip 
it and rub it down... oh no, I 
need a body bag." 
The press release I got that 
asked me if I was the Next 
Baywatch Star. (I'm not.) 
K-Mart's announcement 
that they sell stuff. 
episode of The Jetsons. Re-
member what a boring cartoon 
that was? That's because in a 
future where everything works 
properly, there are no laughs. 
There's only the hapless idiocy 
of sad human George Jetson, 
making the same mistakes sad 
humans have made for thou-
sands of years. Who gives a 
Ten Ways to 
End a Party 
Call the Fire Department 
Put on Steven Jesse 
Bernstein's Prison and pass out 
razor blades 
Hide all the furniture 
Bob Marley Records 
Go down to your basement 
and conduct black magic ritu-
als, drink the blood of virgins, 
and raise the dead so that they 
can go forth and massacre the 
living. Then put on a Bob 
Marley Record. 
Politely ask everyone to 
leave 
Move 
Grab a butcher knife and 
threaten to cut everyone's 
throats if they don't get the hell 
away from you 
Lock your bathrooms 
Shoot everyone with tran-
quilizer darts 
Ten Reasons Why 
Portland Is Better 
Than Tacoma 
Fewer Crack Addicts 
Better Record Stores 
The Dandy Warhols 
It's Not Falling Apart 
God Has Cursed Our Town 
Sunshine 
Fewer Alien Conquerors 
Better Seafood 
Sugarboom (chk-a-chk) 
Boom  
rat's ass? It's old hat. The VAX 
gave us idiocy that belonged to 
the FUTURE, a stupidity for 
the next millennium. It taught 
us that machines were fallible, 
too, comforting us in the same 
way that it comforts us to think 
that our parents were hippies, 
once upon a time. 
We said that the VAX was 
going to be replaced by toast-
ers, once. We slyly quipped 
about how much faster the 
toasters were going to be. We 
said that the VAX was powered 
by demons from hell, and we 
had a good laugh at our casual 
blasphemy (no, wait... that was 
Rejected Names for 
the Plant Department 
The Legion of Doom 
Dark Lords of The Sith 
The Loggers 
Janitors, Inc. 
The Communist Party of 
The United States of America 
The Mop Tops 
7: Mister Fixit and his Cres-
cent Wrench Cavaliers 
Dave 
Eudora 
Facilities Services  
a joke about ResNet. Never 
mind). We made a list of things 
that were slow, and the only 
things we thought of were the 
VAX and turtles. What jokes 
are to be made about Eudora? 
None, except for its stupid-ass 
name. Such humor would be 
cold and inhuman, anyway. The 
VAX was comfort food for the 
soul of the computer age. 
Rest in peace, VAX. You will 
be missed. Not as much as we 
miss The Monkees, the A-
Team, or the Ramones, but 
you'll be missed. Next time our 
e-mail is handled quickly and 
efficiently, we'll think of you. 
Things That Are 
Absolutely Evil 
Dr. Seuss Hats 
Nazis 
Blaming Alcohol and Cof-
fee for your stujidity 
Work 
Vampires 
Green Beans 
Boredom 
Deadlines 
Inertia 
Not being able to finish 
the last list of the year. 
- 	 ....... 
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